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ABSTRACT 

The foundation of the Mauryan realm as opposed to the before littler kingdoms introduced 

another type of government, that of a brought together empire. The Mauryan Empire shows the 

triumph of government as a political framework over ancestral republics. An investigation of 

the Arthasastra in conjunction with the declarations gives data in regards to the regulatory 

structure.At the focal point of the structure was the ruler who had the ability to order laws. 

Kautilya encourages the King to declare dharma when the social request in view of the varnas 

and ashramas (organizes throughout everyday life) perishes. The lord is called by him 

dharmapravartaka or promulgator of the social request. There was a board of clergymen or 

mantri-parishad to prompt the lord and on occasion this may have gone about as a political 

check.The Mauryan brought together government turned into a fatherly tyranny under Ashoka. 

Ashoka in his first separate Edict (Dhauli and Jauguda) says "Savve Munisse Paja Mama". (All 

men are my youngsters). The Mauryan lord did not assert any celestial source yet they 

endeavored to underline the association amongst connection and awesome power. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Amid the fourth century B.C. a standout amongst the most representations and the broadest 

realms was framed in India. The Nandas had unquestionably raised Magadha to the status of 

political pre-distinction in India and its limits were positively broad.  

The mauryas accomplished everything that which the Nandas had neglected to do. They built 

up a huge domain in India whose limits for all intents and purposes included the Indian 

Territories as well as regions past the boondocks of India in the north-west. No Indian domain 

remains in correlation with it. Obviously, Muhammad Bin Tughluq and Aurangzeb, after them, 

expanded the regions of their domains which contained for all intents and purposes the entire 

of India. However, their domains were no match to the regions of the Mauryas. Also, their 

endeavors stayed fleeting when contrasted with that of Mauryas. A similar way the victories of 

the deccan by Samudra Gupta and Alauddin Khilji were surely splendid military 

accomplishments yet the Deccan did not frame a piece of their domains. Other than, not just in 

the expansion of its regions and conveying strength to them for a significant long time the 

Maurya domain was recognized.  

Credible contemporary sources are accessible in a significant huge number which manage us 

in following the history, culture and human progress amid the time of Mauryas.  

(a)Brahamana-writings - Among Brahamana-writings, the Puranas and their discourses toss 

valuable light on the political, social and social existence of the Mauryan age.The feelings of 

Brahamanic-writings ought to be judged by contrasting them and Jaina and Buddhist - writings.  

(b)Buddhist-writings - Among Buddhist-messages, the Dipavansa, the Mahabodhivansa, the 

Mahavansa, the Attha-Katha, the Milinda-Panha, the Thupvansa , and so on are the most 

valuable ones. The Manjuri-Mulkalpa which gives recorded material from the period of 

Buddha to the eighth century A.D. Are such messages which help us in finding the history and 

culture of the Mauryan-age?  

(c)Jaina-writings - When contrasted with Brahamanic and Buddhist - writings, Jaina-writings 

toss more helpful light on the historical backdrop of the Mauryas. As per the Jainas, 

Chandragupta the originator of Mauryan Dynasty, acknowledged Jainism in the later time of 

his life. Along these lines, the Jaina-writings allude more to early history of the Mauryas as the 

Buddhist writings allude more to Asoka and his rule in light of his transformation to Buddhism. 
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The Jaina writings give us helpful information concerning the history, culture and their human 

advancement.  

(d)Secular writing - Among mainstream messages the most imperative one is the Arthasastra 

of Kautilya . It is presently by and large acknowledged that the creator of the Arthasastra , 

Kautilya was the person who demolished the Nandas, and in this manner, helped Chandra 

Gupta Maurya in catching position of royalty of Magadha.  

(e)Descriptions of outsiders - Among portrayals of nonnatives, the records of the Greeks are 

the imperative ones. Among them, portrayals of the successes of Alexander by Anasikritas and 

Aristobulus toss helpful light on Indian conditions also.  

(f)Archaeological Sources - Many engravings and distinctive bits of model and stoneware 

found in unearthings in various locales in India help us in understanding the history and culture 

of the Mauryas . Be that as it may, among the archeological sources, the stone engravings, the 

columns and the stupas built by sovereign Asoka are the most critical ones which help us in 

examining the history, culture and specialties of the Mauryan Age.  

 

CHANDRA GUPTA MAURYA (321-297 BC)  

Chandra Gupta was the originator of Maurya Empire. Justin and some other greek researchers 

depicted him with the name, Scndrokotts. William Jones was the main researchers who 

demonstrated that this name was utilized for Chandra Gupta Maurya. He freed the north 

western piece of India from Greek control, snatched control in Magadha from the hands of its 

ruler Dhanna Nand, set up the strong domain in India who's limits crossed the normal outskirts 

of India, gave his realm a sound managerial framework which effectively kept amid the time 

of his successors, and vanquished Selucus Nikator which built up the prevalence of Indian arms 

over the Greeks and opened the method for correspondences amongst India and North West. 

Consequently, Chandra Gupta has been viewed as one of the best sovereigns of India. 1 

 

                                                           
1 Sourabh Saxena , The Mauryas, http://puratattva.in/2012/06/04/the-mauryas-1603  
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Organization  

Chandra Gupta was an extraordinary champion as well as a fit chairman. The fundamental 

standards of organization of the Mauryas continued as before as built up by Chandra Gupta till 

the weaker Mauryas lost their hold over it. Principally, Chanakya's Arthasastra and the 

portrayal of Megasthenes give us a reasonable thought of the organization of Chandra Gupta.  

1. The Polity  

2. The King  

3. The chamber of clergymen and the State Council  

4. The Provincial Administration  

5. The Administration of City  

6. Legal Administration  

7. Fund  

8. Streets and Irrigation  

9. General Health, Sanitation and Census  

10. Military Administration  

The Polity  

When of Mauryas, the workplace of the lord had turned out to be innate and the celestial 

birthplace of government had achieved development and had given the ruler wide powers. Be 

that as it may, entirely , as Hindu political hypothesis vests power in the Dharma or law in the 

most stretched out feeling of the term and the state is isolated from the ruler who is a piece of 

it.  

No lord could be wielder of supreme individual forces. Obviously, the need of a solid ruler was 

focused yet it was similarly stresses that he needed to control as per the Dharma and for the 

foundation of Dharma which was conductive to the most astounding great.  
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The Dharma really maintained a perfect that hoisted the spirit to the loftiest statures and 

subsequently, the capacity of the state was to make those states of life which would help each 

national in raising his spirit. Everything that had any bearing upon the ethical, otherworldly or 

material state of a native came quite close to state exercises.  

The King  

In some cases the ruler could be chosen however innate authority was the set up training. The 

females were not barred from the privilege of family relationship but rather, by and by, it was 

seldom found. The ruler was the incomparable leader of the state and performed military, legal, 

official, and authoritative capacities. His lasting obligation was to ensure the general population 

and look for their welfare.  

The lord was the most bustling individual in the kingdom. The twenty-four long stretches of 

every day and evenings were isolated into eight sections and in each part he performed 

distinctive obligations dependably. Chandra Gupta could rest scarcely for six hours.  

The ruler was paid charges by his subjects as a by-product of his administrations to the 

kingdom. He lived in a huge and agreeable royal residence which was very commended by 

Megasthenes. He was ensured by woman guardians and each safeguard was taken to shield his 

life from unfairness and harming.  

The Council of Ministers and the State Council  

As per Kautiliya there were two panels to help the lord in organization. He says, "Sway is 

conceivable just with help." It suggested that these boards were essential as well as powerful 

too in organization.  

The committee of priests was a little body comprising of 3-12 individuals. Every one of them 

was head of one or a couple of managerial offices and, here and there, one of them could be 

selected as boss or Prime Minister. Each clergyman had free access to the ruler however in 

arrangement matters they prompted the lord as a body.  

The state committee was a bigger body and the quantity of its individuals could be 12,16 or 20 

and as per Kautilya it could incorporate the same number of individuals as the need of state 

required.  
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These gatherings assumed a successful part in the organization of the kingdom. Kautilya had 

obviously recognized the two and had given pre-greatness to the Council of minsiters when 

contrasted with the State chamber.  

The Provincial Administration  

The Maurya Empire was partitioned into various regions. The regions were of two classes, viz., 

one, which were administered over by subordinate rulers and, the other, which were made in 

the wake of partitioning the regions under the immediate manage of Mauryas.  

In every one of areas there was a Governor or Viceroy who was once in a while a ruler of 

illustrious blood. The rulers, when named as Viceroys, were called Kumar-Mahamantras while 

whatever is left of the emissaries were just assigned as Mahamantras.  

The quantity of regions amid the time of Chandra Gupta isn't clear however Asoka 

unquestionably had no less than four territories specifically under his run the show.  

The territories were isolated into areas under Sthaniks who were helped by another class of 

officers called Gopas . The towns was the littlest unit of organization where an officer known 

as Gramika, either chosen by the nearby individuals or named by the government,looked after 

the organization of the town with the assistance of a town gathering .  

The Administration of City  

City organization was taken care of in its minutest detail. Each city was partitioned into wards 

and further into gatherings of family units under Sthaniks and Gopas individually, while the 

whole city was under city-director helped by a city company.  

As depicted, Pataliputra was 15 kilometers long and 2.80 kilometers in expansiveness. It had 

64 entryways and 570 towers. It was secured by a wooden divider and encompassed by a 18m 

wide dump. A Commission of 30 individuals directed it.  

Commission took care of all issues of open intrigue and those associated with city 

enhancements. Expand controls were made for appropriate sterile courses of action and to keep 

the flare-up of flame in the city. It had sanctuaries, streets, pathways, wells, tanks, doctor's 

facilities, gardens, and different spots of excitement. Along these lines, Pataliputra was an all-

around arranged , all around controlled and lovely city.  
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Legal Administration  

Both Magasthenese and Kautilya depict that the punitive code was extreme. Notwithstanding 

for customary offenses, fines were forced and for serious violations there was arrangement of 

either punishment of death or removing the appendages of the body. Be that as it may, 

wrongdoings were a couple.  

The courts were of two kinds - Central and nearby. At the middle, the lord held his own court 

and gave equity. Moreover, there was the court of the main Justice who furnished equity with 

the assistance of four or five different judges.  

The neighborhood courts were of three kinds.  

- The principal kind of courts were framed by the nationals themselves to deal with their 

debated  

- The second sort of courts were shaped by the business-societies  

- The third sort of court was the town congregations.  

Moreover, there were thoughtful and criminal courts of the states.  

Fund  

The essential wellspring of salary of the state was arrive income. The illustrious offer of the 

create of the dirt called bhaga for the most part added up to 1/sixth, however it contrasted 

additionally ran from 1/fourth to 1/eighth.  

The state was acknowledged proprietor of the land, and have expanded the territory of 

developing area. Expansive number of slaves were brought to new land for development from 

vigorously populated territories. Each exertion was made by the state for the development of 

farming. It influenced positively exchange also. Across the board utilization of cash 

notwithstanding amid the early time of the control of the Mauryas was an unmistakable sign of 

expanded exchange and trade.  

Moreover, there were different wellsprings of salary of the State. It exhausted the shepherds 

and the domesticated animals’ raisers on the number and deliver of the creatures. The state 
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charged toll-duty and exchange impose on the articles sold. Their were more sorts of 

assessments on numerous different things.  

Streets and Irrigation  

Expansive water system undertakings and development and upkeep of open interstates were 

the duties of the state.  

Magasthenese has portrayed the primary thruway which kept running from the North-west up 

to Pataliputra and past towards the East. It was 1840 kilometer long and very wide. Trees were 

planted on it’s the two sides. They were protected, looked after legitimately, of long separations 

and were up to 32 feet or significantly more in width.  

The Maurya rulers developed extensive quantities of channels and set up other water system 

ventures and their illustration was copied by their common governors. One of Chandra Gupta's 

governors was in charge of building a dam over a stream close Girnar in western India, bringing 

about an expansive lake to supply water for the locale. The state, nonetheless, charged water 

system assess which went from 1/5 to 1/3 of the deliver.  

General Health, Sanitation and Census  

Appropriate care was taken by the State of general wellbeing .Elaborate standards were 

surrounded for sanitation purposes which were entirely authorized. There were doctor's 

facilities for people as well as for feathered creatures and creatures.  

There was a different division for open statistics and it tracked birth and passings at each place.  

Military Administration  

The Mauryas kept an expansive and an intense standing armed force. Chandra Gupta had 

established its framework and there is no proof to demonstrate that even Asoka who 

surrendered wars of victory after the war with Kalinga, decreased the number and quality of 

the armed force.  

Chandra Gupta's powers had 60,000 of infantry, 30,000 of mounted force, and 9,000 elephants, 

he likewise had 8000 chariots(not affirmed). The organization of armed force was taken care 

of by a Council of 30 individuals which was separated into six boards of trustees of 5 

individuals each to take care of the six offices which was as per the following-  
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1. Admiralty (Navy)  

2. Transport  

3. Infantry  

4. Cavalry  

5. War-Chariots  

6. War-elephants  

The accomplishment of Chandra Gupta against Seleucus and the success of Kalinga by Asoka 

are adequate evidences of the quality of the Maurya armed force.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Chandra Gupta Maurya has not been known as the colossal among Indian rulers yet he has 

possessed an extremely respectable place among them. Among the Mauryans, his excellent 

child, Asoka just has been viewed as the considerable by researchers yet Asoka, likely, couldn't 

have this refinement without the foundation or accomplishments done by his granddad, 

Chandra Gupta Maurya.  

The organization of the Mauryas which kept their huge realm flawless, solid and thriving from 

the season of Chandra Gupta till Asoka, has been viewed as extraordinary compared to other 

at any point built up by Indian Rulers.  

No Indian ruler could make such a fantastic progress. Alauddin Khilji, after the victory of 

Deccan, did not think that it’s possible to attach it to his realm while Muhammad Bin Tughluq 

and Aurangzeb flopped in their endeavors . The incomprehensibility of the realm, its 

managerial solidarity and its continuation for a significant extensive stretch are adequate 

confirmations of achievement of the organization of the Mauryas. 

 


